Post 16
Summer Tasks
For 2018 Entry

Introduction
AS Levels are much more intellectually challenging than GCSEs and even students with top GCSE
grades sometimes struggle with this adjustment. There is a considerable jump from the level of
study required at GCSE to that needed at A level or on other Level 3 courses. In particular, you
need to take responsibility for your own learning and not just rely on your teachers telling you what
to do – become a truly independent learner. If you manage this transition then you will find that you
start to enjoy studying the subjects you have chosen and the work will seem to become easier.
Year 12 passes very quickly – you really have only two terms of teaching – and it is vital that you establish a confident understanding of your new AS Level courses as soon as possible.
To help you do this your A-level teachers have prepared these induction tasks, designed to give
you background knowledge and a flavour of what you can expect in the subject at AS Level. It is our
requirement that you complete all the induction tasks for each AS subject you have chosen and
bring them to the registration day in September. You will not be allowed to sign onto your chosen
courses unless you have completed the work.
Many of you have chosen subjects at AS Level that you have not studied before. It is particularly
important in these subjects that you tackle the tasks thoughtfully to confirm your interest in taking
lessons in the subject every day in Year 12.
Please approach the tasks you have been set with enthusiasm and diligence so that you can make
a good impression with your new teachers. Don’t forget that that this will be their first opportunity to
assess your ability and commitment to your new subject, so you are making a very negative
statement if you fail to complete the task to a high standard. Be honest: if you can’t find the
motivation to make a really good effort with your induction task, are you really going to achieve any
success or enjoyment taking that course every day for one or two years?
I wish you all the best in your endeavours and look forward to seeing your efforts in September.

P.Golding
Mr Golding
Assistant Principal
Director of Post 16
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BTEC Level 3 Applied Science
You have been asked by Chemical Equip, a fertiliser manufacturer, to investigate the effect of
nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus on plant growth.
Your investigation plan should include:
A hypothesis
Selection and justification of equipment
Risk assessment
Method including a description of all variables and how data will be collected in
a valid manner.
Examples of calculations that will be required to process data.
An exemplar results table.

Art and Design
Essential: Art - 2 hour timed landscape/urban landscape observation drawing.
TASK - Visit an interesting location, either an urban landscape (Leeds City Centre) or a picturesque
rural landscape. Sit a sketch your view. Do this for exactly 2 hours. Set an alarm on your phone.
Desirable: Visit at least 1 art gallery over the summer and photograph yourself in the gallery space.

Photography
1) Visit at least 1 art gallery over the summer and prepare a presentation which you will give to
teaching staff and the rest of the group when you return in September. Your presentation should
include:
· Where you visited
· What exhibition (s) were on at the gallery
· What your favourite artwork was, and why
· What your least favourite artwork was, and why
· Images of the gallery and the exhibition that you attended - Ideally these will be your own
photographs.
2) Photograph at least 3 public artworks that are found in Leeds city centre.

Biology
In the early stages of your Biology course a significant part of the work that you do will be filling in
the detail on areas of Biology that you have previously studied. For example you will study
carbohydrates, proteins and fats, learning about their chemical structure and biochemistry. You will
have studied cell structure in Key Stage Three and will have briefly re-visited it in Key stage Four.
This work is designed to begin bringing your understanding of cell structure up to A Level standard,
taking into account the extra details of cell structure that can be seen through an electron
microscope.
from simple queries in search engines, so may have to dig a little deeper. You may wish to copy the
diagram on to a larger piece of paper in order to make it clearer.
The Tasks
In this document you will find four unlabelled diagrams; an animal cell, a plant cell (both of these are
eukaryotic cells), a bacterium (a prokaryotic cell) and a virus. Your first task is to label all the parts
that are marked by an arrow. This could be done by printing out the sheets and writing on the
labels, by adding text boxes with the labels in, or by copying and labelling the diagrams. Note that
some labels will be repeated.
Your second task will be to research and present information about the structure and function of cell
components. For each component that you have labelled on the cell diagrams you should describe
or draw its structure then describe the role that it plays in the cell. Wherever possible you should try
to explain how the structure enables it to carry out its function. Finally you should list the types of cell
that this component is found in (animal, plant, bacterial). The sources listed below will give you
some idea of the level of detail to use in this work. It is up to you to decide how to present the
information, but please be aware that we want to see evidence of you having researched and
thought about the work, not a simple cut and paste product.
There are a number of different sources of information that you could use for the first two tasks.
Libraries will stock copies of A Level Biology textbooks which could be borrowed. There are textbooks and revision guides available that are specific to the course (AQA Biology – make sure that
they are new books, published in 2015 as older books will relate to previous specifications for the
course). Additionally there are websites that may prove to be useful, such as biologymad.com and
s-cool.co.uk .
Your final task will require some wider research. Beneath the cell diagrams is a line marked with
sizes; similar to a timeline diagram that you may have used in History. On this “sizeline” you are
asked to place a number of different biological objects. You will need to research the size of the
object and mark where it should appear on the “sizeline”. You may not always get a straight forward
answer about the size of objects from simple queries in search engines, so may have to dig a little
deeper. You may wish to copy the diagram on to a larger piece of paper in order to make it clearer.

A typical animal cell (eukaryote)

A palisade mesophyll cell from a plant (eukaryote)

A bacillus bacterial cell (prokaryote)

A virus

The Sizeline!

Business Studies

One of the key differences between GCSE and A Level is that you will need to be able to produce
extended responses in the form of 25 mark questions. This can prove quite challenging at first, so it
is best to start practising the skill as soon as possible! We would like you to start preparing for this
by producing a report (using power point) to answer the question below:
“Is it OK to sell a product when you can’t prove that it works?”
Some things to think about:
What does the law state on this topic? – make reference to the Sale of Goods Act 1979 and
The Trade Descriptions Act 1968
How are these laws used to protect customers and what are the consequences if a business
fails to abide by them? Can you give any examples of a business that broke these laws and
what happened? Have a look at what happened to Sketchers with their ‘Shape-up’ trainers.
Can you research any other products that have been sold that don’t work? For example, in 2014,
Vibram who were the makers of the FiveFingers running shoes paid out $3.75 million in a
class action lawsuit which accused the company of deceptive marketing. Vibram marketed
its FiveFingers shoes as being able to help reduce foot injuries and strengthen foot muscles.
Those claims were not backed up by any proven science.
In one episode of Dragons Den which was aired in February 2018, it shows two entrepreneurs
who wanted £25,000 investment for their business ‘Gravity Life’. However, the dragons all
turned down the offer due to a lack of independent medical evidence to back up the claims
made by the business. Since then the company has grown to £3million in less than a year.
This might be an example to include in your essay!
Please use the study notes in the link below to help you to research this question:
https://www.tutor2u.net/business/reference/external-environment-business-legislation

Certificate in Financial Studies

Much of what you will study in this qualification will focus on financial products. One of the most
common financial products used by consumers and business is a Current Account. We would like
you to do produce a report (using power point) outlining what current accounts are available and
recommending one for a friend. Your report must include:
Who needs to have a current account and why we need them.
What a current account allows you to do.
What types of current account are available - basic; standard; packaged; children’s; youth;
student; premium; single/joint.
What features teenagers (under 18) would typically look for when choosing a current account?

Use moneysupermarket.com to find a current account that would be best for one of your friends.
Give FIVE features of the current account that make it the best product for him / her.

Chemistry

Question 2 (Mr of KNO3 = 101 for 1 mark

Question 3

Question 4

Drama and Theatre Studies
Task 1 – Research
To research one of the following theatre practitioners;
•
•
•
•

Konstantin Stanislavski
Bertolt Brecht
Antonin Artaud
Steven Berkoff

You need to find out the following;
•
•
•
•
•

What is their aim when making theatre?
What is their approach to making theatre?
What era were they creating theatre and what impact did this have on the work they produced?
What were some of their plays? Have any of these been modernised? Who by? When?
What are some of their methods or practices for rehearsal?

Task 2 – Monologue
Prepare a 2 – 3 minute monologue which you think shows you playing someone completely different
to you. This could be different age, accent, background, time period, personality etc.
The monologue must be from a published play, and not just a stand-alone monologue from the internet!
This will be used a baseline assessment at the beginning of September.

DT Product Design and Engineering
Task
Carry out a Product Analysis of 2 different products you are familiar with. For example a Dyson
vacuum cleaner and an Apple iPhone.
Present your work on two sheets of A3 paper.
Make it colourful and visually appealing (mood board / inspiration sheet)
Use ACCESS FM and PIN points to help explore each product;
Aesthetics (Appearance, shape, colours, texture)
Customer (Target Market, User needs)
Cost (Retail price, cost to manufacture)
Environment (where will it be used? How will it’s manufacture and use impact upon the
environment – sustainability?)
Safety (Issues, features, warnings, etc)
Size (How big is it? Cable length, weight, etc)
Function (What does it do? How well?)
Materials (What specific materials is it made from?)
Manufacturing (What processes have been used?)
Maintenance (What features does it have to help maintenance? Ease of cleaning /
maintenance, change of battery, make repairs, etc)
Positive points of product
Interesting points
Negative points and how they can be improved.
I am looking for a Product Title, LOTS of Images, and each of the above aspects described and
evaluated. You won’t know the answer for all of them, but you can research, speculate and
make a reasoned choice. Explain your decisions. Some of the categories will link together.
Eg. The function of a product can determine what material it is made from.

AQA Fashion & Textiles
Task 1
Designer Research
Research the work of an influential Fashion or Textile designer. Pick from the list below taken from
the course specification.
Include the following:
1.Background information about the designer and dates of collections.
2.Images of their iconic designs with an analysis of each one with a description of the silhouettes
and types of fabrics used.
3.Describe how and what influenced the designer. How were their collections so influential? What
was different about their clothes and what do you think made them stand out?
Paul Poiret • Chanel • Dior • Mary Quant • Yves St Laurent • Pierre Cardin • Vivienne Westwood •
Alexander McQueen

Task 2
Take an old textile product and turn it into something new.

Task 3
Visit an exhibition related to fashion and textiles during the holidays.
Collect leaflets and other information about the artist.

Local exhibitions:
Mr Finch exhibition at Yorkshire Sculpture Park.
Himalayan Fashion Leeds City Art Gallery
Beyond Borders and Textiles from the Islamic world at the Whitworth Art Gallery Manchester

Incase you go to London:
Frida Khalo at the Victoria and Albert Museum
Fashioned from Nature Victoria and Albert Museum
Azzedine Alaia at the Design Museum
A Life in Pattern and Fashion by Orla Kiely Textile Museum London

Diploma in Food Science and Nutrition
For each of the following medical conditions and special diets, produce an A4 page giving information about the condition/diet and alternative foods which can be bought in supermarkets
and specialist shops:Diabetes
Coeliac disease
Lactose intolerant
Vegan
Anaemia
Include a suitable recipe for each of the conditions/diets and justify your choice.
Cook two new dishes for your family. Include the recipe you used, phots of you cooking and
serving and a star profile completed by your family.
Check the BBC news App and TV to keep up-to-date with what is going on in the world of Food.
Make a list of all the headlines/articles you have read/watched.

Economics

Essay task:
One of the key differences between GCSE and A Level is that you will need to be able to produce
extended responses in the form of 25 mark questions. This can prove quite challenging at first, so it
is best to start practising the skill as soon as possible! The Royal Economic Society (RES) runs an
annual economics essay writing competition, that Y12 and Y13 are invited to enter.
Prizes will be awarded for:
•Best overall essay prize (£800)
•Prize for best essay on each title (4 x £200)
We would like you to practise your essay writing skills by producing an entry for the competition.
Essays should be a maximum of 1,500 words.
This year’s essay title is:
“Does economics have the answer for the global problem of plastics pollution?”
Some things to think about:
What is the “global problem of plastics pollution?” – make reference to current plastic pollution
data.
How could Economic Policy be used to reduce plastic dependency?
How could Economic Policy be used to encourage producer responsibility?
How could taxation be used to encourage the biggest polluters to reduce their contribution to
the problem?
How could subsidies be used to encourage plastic-free production?
What are some Governments already doing to tackle this problem? Is it working?
For your reference, essays from previous years can be found - http://www.res.org.uk/view/
essayEduTraining.html

English Language
Task 1: Understanding sophisticated, non-fiction texts.
Choose three online newspaper articles and write a summary of each article. The articles should be
focused on any of the following topics:
language and gender/gender attitudes in society/attitudes towards sexuality
technology and its impact on the world around us and the language we use/how technology has impacted teenager’s use of language
attitudes towards accents and dialect
the language of the work place
You should bring both the article and your summary to your first lesson.
Task 2: David Crystal
Watch the following three videos of lectures by linguist David Crystal. For each video, write five bullet
points summarising his main ideas.
Youtube David Crystal British Council: The effect of technologies on English
Youtube David Crystal British Council: Will English always be the global language?
Youtube David Crystal British Council: World Englishes

Task 3: Reading
Buy the following book:
The Cambridge Encyclopaedia of the English Language by David Crystal (available for as little as £3
on eBay!)
Read one or both of the following texts on the history of the English language:
Mother Tongue: The English Language by Bill Bryson
The Adventure of English by Melvin Bragg

English Literature
Task 1: Understanding the genre of tragedy.
Understanding the genre of tragedy is crucial in terms of achieving success in A-level English
Literature. Therefore, over the summer, you should research the conventions of tragedy.
Bring detailed notes to your first class under the following headings:
• Aristotle’s definition of Tragedy
• What is a tragic hero?
How does modern tragedy differ to classical tragedy?

Task 2: Read and make notes on the A C Bradley essays in this link. Lecture 1 and Lecture 2 both
need covering. We expect 20 bullet points
http://shakespeare-navigators.com/bradley/

Task 3: Read this essay and write 20 bullet points on what you have learnt.
http://www.theliterarylink.com/miller1.html

Geography
One of the key differences between GCSE and A Level Geography is that you will need to be able to
demonstrate your knowledge and understanding in essay form. This can prove quite challenging at
first so it is best to start practising the skill as soon as possible! The Royal Geographical Society
(RGS) runs a competition called Young Geographer of the Year, which you are going to practise
your essay writing skills by producing an entry for.

The question this year is:
Why does Antarctica matter?

- You should write an essay answer to this question.
- Word limit is 1500 words
- Entries will be judged at school and the best entries then sent to the RGS to be entered in to the
national competition.
Students should consider the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Antarctica's world-leading science
The continent's unique biodiversity and landscapes
As a location which still inspires people with awe and wonder of the natural world
Antarctica's unique status as the only continent in the world without countries
Antarctica's governance by the Antarctic Treaty which promotes science, peaceful purposes,
sets aside territorial claims and prevents military activity

A good essay will need to:
•

Describe a wide variety of reasons why Antarctica matters and explain in detail the linkages
between these reasons

•

Demonstrate a strong use of annotated diagrams, informative graphics or maps and include a
discussion of their reliability and effectiveness

•

Reference both historical and contemporary concepts

•

Have a strong concluding statement or summary

The best entries will be sent to the RGS. GOOD LUCK!

Health and Social Care
OCR Technical Level 3
Unit 2: When you return in September you will be starting a unit of work entitled “Equality, Diversity
and Rights in H/S Care. In order to support your learning please research the following keywords: · Discrimination;
· Diversity;
· Equality;
· Harassment;
· Positive Action;
· Protected characteristics;
· Rights.
One you have this level of understanding, your next task is research, at least one example of discrimination (e.g. the death of Anthony Walker). You need to produce a piece of work which explains
the discrimination that has occurred and the impact.
Unit 3: When you return in September you will be starting a unit of work entitled
“ Health, safety and security in health and social care”: In order to support your learning please
research the specific hazards that may arise in health, social care and child care environments.
Identify the hazards on three separate mind maps that can exist for each of the following settings:
Health
Social Care
Child Care
Please use the following guidance produced by the HSE (the national independent body that monitors work related health, safety and illness) and the RoSPA (The Royal Society for the prevention of
Acidents)

History

Computer Science

When creating a solution you should demonstrate use of the following programming skills where
appropriate:
a. Validation of user inputs
b. The use of random numbers
c. File input/output to handle the storage of usernames and passwords and of scores.
d. Considering password strength
e. Use of a graphical display (although this is not essential)
f. Interactive program control
g. Well-designed, structured code using subroutines and interfaces
h. Error handling techniques.

BTEC IT Level 3
Unit 3 Social Media
Write a report on the different features of social media.
Choose 3 different examples of social media e.g. Facebook. For each example, answer the following questions. You may include print screens to support your explanations.
Explain what the social media does
How do you connect to friends on this social media?
How do you receive status updates?
What features are on the dashboard?
Why are groups used on the social media? What are the features of groups?
How can you target advertising using this example of social media?

Mathematics / Further Maths
Task One: Simply familiarise yourself with the data set, answering the following questions:
Why do you think information has been supplied for different parts of the UK?
Why has information been supplied for a six-month period of two different years?
Why has data been included for other areas in the world and in different hemi-spheres?

Task Two:
a) The first column of each tab gives the mean daily temperature in each place over a given sixmonth period. Use the facilities of the spreadsheet software to find the mean of these mean daily
temperature for Leuchars over the six months provided for 1987. Do the same for Heathrow across
the same time period. What do you notice about the values you have discovered?
b) Compare these figures with the information provided for 2015. Is there any difference between
the values found for 1987?
Task Three:
Use the facilities of the spreadsheet to find the quartiles of the mean daily temperature for the
following five places in 1987: Leuchars, Heathrow, Perth, Beijing and Jacksonville.
Draw by hand the box plots for these places above one number line.
Write some sentences that compares the daily temperatures of these places in between May and
October of 1987.
Task Four:
Use the facilities of the spreadsheet to draw a scatter diagram to compare the total daily rainfall and
the total daily sunshine in Camborne in 1987. You must decide what to do with the data for which
sunshine information is not available, and for where “tr” appears in a cell, representing a very small
amount of rainfall.
Write some sentences about what you have discovered. Is it what you expected?

'A Level Media Studies'
These induction tasks are to ensure you start Year 12 with an insight into A Level Applied Media. A key skill you will need to
develop is deconstruction. The term deconstruction describes the process of analysing a text to understand the different
meanings and how they are understood by the audiences for that text. This means emphasis is put on the viewer/listener/
reader. It is important to separate our own involvement as consumers of media from our analysis as students of media.

Task 1: Deconstructing yourself.
Use the grid to complete a media diary for your media consumption over one week. Ask someone who is in a different demographic (e.g. different age, different gender etc.) to you to complete the grid too.
Activity

1 hour per week

1-2 hrs per week

2-5 hrs per week

5+ hrs per week

Watching TV programmes
Reading newspapers
Cinema
Radio
Theatre
CDs/MP3s/Downloaded music
DVDs
Social media
Internet
Games
Offline media

Next, transfer this data into two pie charts, and write a detailed evaluation of:

•

Similarities
Differences
Give clear reasons for both of the above.

Task 2: Deconstructing a text
Produce a response to a thriller opening sequence. You will need to analyse the opening 3-5 minutes of a thriller film of your
choice and explain how you know that the film is a thriller. You must try and identify as many clues as possible from the opening sequence, that tells you that it is a thriller film.
You must cover the following areas:
Use of Sound
Use of Props, setting (location), costume
Introduction of storyline.
If you don’t know any thriller films here is a link to a list: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_thriller_films
If you are struggling to find a film to analyse, you can use the film ‘Seven’. Watch the opening 3 mins.
Opening sequence- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8wlIuZCT_54
How to present your work?
Please choose one of the following formats.
A video of you analysing the sequence – no longer than 2 mins.
A written analysis
An example of an analysis of the opening of Hitchcock’s ‘Psycho’ is below. Don’t worry about using specialist media terminology as yet.

Modern Foreign Languages: French
French – En famille
1. Learn the following key vocabulary for a test during the first week. Spelling and gender of nouns
will be included.
Francis

Anglais

Francis

Anglais

l’amour (m)

love

l’inégalité (f)

inequality

ancré

anchored, fixed firmly

inutile

useless / unnecessary

le bilan

assessment

malheureux(-euse)

unhappy

la bisexualité

bisexuality

la manifestation

protest

le bonheur

happiness

le mariage

marriage

la cérémonie

ceremony

se marier

to get married

la cohabitation

living together / alongside

le même sexe

same sex

cohabiter

to live together

le mode de vie

way of life

le comportement

behaviour

le pacs

civil partnership

se comporter

to behave

se pacser

le concubinage

living with a partner

le conjoint

husband /spouse

le / la partenaire

to enter into a civil partnership
partner

le contrat

contract

se protéger

to protect oneself

le couple

couple

réagir

to react

critiquer

to criticise

la relation

relationship

le divorce

divorce

religieux(-se)

religious

divorcer

to get divorced

remplir

to fill

le droit

right

la rupture

break-up

l’égalité (f)

equality

la société

society

emménager

to move in

la tendance

trend

l’enfant (m) adopté

adopted child

avoir tort

to be wrong, mistaken

l’enquête (f)

survey

traditionnel(le)

traditional

l’époux(-se) (m/f)

husband / wife / spouse

tromper

to cheat on

essentiellement

essentially

l’union (f) libre

l’étape (f)

stage

living together as an unmarried couple
living together

l’évolution (f)

development

fidèle

faithful

la fidélité

faithfulness

fonder

to start (a family)

la formation

training

la génération

generation

l’homosexualité (f)

homosexuality

important(e)

considerable

l’indépendance (f)

independence

l’individu (m)

individual (person)

la vie commune

2. Prepare a presentation about your family and produce a powerpoint or handout to go with it. You should
aim to speak for between 2 and 3 minutes and you will be peer assessed on this in the first week of lessons. You could include details about personality, appearance, likes and dislikes and your relationship.
What activities do you enjoy together? Is there anything which provokes arguments? Ensure you use a
range of opinions, justifications and tenses.

3. Use the following website to practise your grammar, key verbs and tenses. www.languagesonline.org.uk.
Focus on the grammar section and review the following areas;
Present tense
Perfect tense
Imperfect tense
Future tense
Conditional tense
Use the ‘verb busters’ section to check your progress.

4. Finally what about starting to listen to some French radio or watching some French films! The following
are available as internet sites or apps for your smartphone or ipad.

NRJ Radio
Website - http://www.nrj.fr/
App – NRJ

Radio app which will allow you to search for lots of different French radio stations by area or type of music
Website - http://www.radio.net/
App – radio.net

Music
Research Task
Find a definition for each of the keywords and then find a musical example to demonstrate it.
One piece of music may be used for a number of keywords.
Structure
binary, rounded binary and ternary
ritornello and episode
sonata form
through-composed
recitative and aria
foursquare
antecedent and consequent phrases
Timbre
basso continuo
pizzicato, arco, col legno, con sordino, sul ponticello, sul tasto
and double stopping
sotto voce, vibrato
una corda, pedalling
Texture
polyphonic, contrapuntal, imitative, fugal
antiphonal
trio sonata texture
polarised
countermelody, descant
canon

Performance task
Please prepare a performance piece on an instrument of your choice to perform to the class on your
return to school.

Philosophy and Ethics (Religious Studies)
1. Learn the following key terms for a test that will take place in your first lesson.
Philosophy key terms

Definition

Analytic statements

Based upon logic and truth by definition

A posteriori

Arguments that depend upon sense experience

A priori

An argument that relies on logic.

Analogical

Inductive

An analogy is the attempt to explain the meaning of something which is different to
understand by comparing it with something that we do understand.
An argument aiming to give absolute proof. If the premises are true, then the
conclusion must be true.
An argument that is based on the experience of the sense (touch, taste, hearing, smell
and sight)
Arguments based upon probability

Ethics key terms

Definition

Absolutist

Where something that is right in one situation/culture/era is right in all.

Character based theories

Eudaimonia

This is a theory which is concerned with ‘what kind of person should I be’ rather than
‘what should I do?’
The approach to ethics in which the rightness or wrongness of an act is judged by its
rules, obligations and duties.
Happiness, complete well being

Immutable

Changeless

Teleological

Theories concerned with the purpose of actions and therefore with the consequences.

Virtue

A quality or disposition in a person held to be of moral value.

Deductive
Empirical

Deontological

An ethical issue brings systems of morality and principles into conflict. Unlike most conflicts that
can be disputed with facts, ethical issues are more subjective and they open to opinions and
interpretation.
Research what happened in the Charlie Gard case:
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/jul/10/charlie-gard-key-questions-answered
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/charlie-gard
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-london-40479074
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/charlie-gard-ruling-read-full-10202972
‘The High Court’s ruling on the Charlie Gard case was correct’ Evaluate this statement.
Aim for a side of A4.
Find at least one example of an ethical issue in which someone is faced with a decision
about what is the right thing to do. It could be from the internet, a newspaper, a television
programme or from a book. Be prepared to talk about it in your first lesson back!

Physics
Congratulations on your choice of Physics as one of your A-level subjects- you’ve ensured that you will have lots of options available to you for further study at university
and within the world of paid work! However, these opportunities will only come to fruition if you put in the hard work and effort to go with your undoubted natural talent.
And right here is where you start paying- in sweat.
To help you bridge the gap between GCSE and A-level (the single biggest educational leap you will EVER make), complete these tasks;
1. Research the Standard Model of particles. Produce a Powerpoint presentation
with no more than 5 slides to summarise.
2. Use the simulation at http://virtualtrebuchet.com/ to investigate projectile motion.
Produce a detailed report of the effect of one variable on the range of the projectile.
This must include:
•

Aim of the investigation

•

Method, including details of control variables

•

Results table

•

Graph

•

Conclusion with appropriate supporting theory

Complete the tasks below:

Physical Education
Task 1: Sports Psychology
Please look at the specification (http://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/pe/specifications/AQA-7581SP-2016-V1-0.PDF)
Look at 3.1.6.1.3 Arousal
Carry out research into the area of ‘Arousal in Sport.’ Write a paragraph to explain the following. You
may wish to include a diagram to help you.
Drive theory
Inverted U theory,
Catastrophe theory
Zone of optimal functioning theory

Task 2- Exercise Physiology
3.1.4.2 Preparation and training methods in relation to maintaining physical activity and performance.
Using the content of this topic and wider research design a training session for a group of A-Level
students. You should consider and include:
The aim of the session
The warm up/cool down
The method of training
How will you ensure the group is working hard enough
How would you apply the SPORT and FITT principles in future session
How will you determine if the programme has been successful
Make sure you justify all decisions

Task 3: Sport and Society and the Role of Technology in Physical Activity and Sport
Choose one recent development in technology and explain how it has benefitted the performers /
spectators / officials. For example, hawk eye, dri-fit clothing, full bodysuits in swimming, adapted
equipment for disabled athletes.

BTEC Sport
Complete the following table, using the internet to help you.

Know &

Apply

Evaluate and Synthesise

Understand
Key Legislation

First Aid at Work
Act

COSHH

Example/
Evidence of when
it would be needed in sport

Explain the law in
simple terms

What seems fair/unfair about this
law?

Politics
Tasks:
Who are the members of the current Cabinet? Create a poster/display/PowerPoint to show the
different members of the Cabinet including the names of current post holders, their job title
and an outline of their key responsibilities.
Collect 10 political articles that you find interesting and write a summary of the key points.
Choose three British Prime Ministers and create a profile for each of them, it should include the
following information:

•

Personal details
Constituency
Career History
Achievements as PM
Controversies
Mistakes?

•

Legacy

•
•
•
•
•

Psychology
Be prepared
Organisation is one of the keys to success so you will need:
•
•
•

3 folders: one for Paper 1 topics, one for Paper 2 topics and one day-to- day folder.
File dividers for the different topics (see below for topics on the 2 papers) ‘general information’
section and an ‘assessment and homework’ section.
A4 plastic wallets to have in your folder to ensure you keep organised from lesson-to-lesson.

Topics Covered Year 1—Paper 1

Paper 2

Social Influence
Memory
Attachment

Approaches
Biopshychology
Research Methods (this will come up in EVERY
topic on BOTH papers in addition to having its
own section on paper 2)

•

2

2. Complete the following tasks so that you develop a basic understanding of psychology as an academic subject:
•
•

•
•
•

•

Watch the clips (links in box below) and complete the task in the though bubble.
Log in to the online text book (link and login details below). Explore some of the topic areas we
will be studying and the ‘getting started’ page so you understand what all the links and activities are.
Read pages 6-12 (introduction to psychology) and 104-105 (origins of psychology) in the
online text book.
Use the attached sheet ‘ important words to understand’ to write definitions/explanations for
each of the words on the sheet using info from the book/your own research.
(intelligence, aggression, criminality, mental illness, personality), is primarily genetic of environmental. How could you investigate this? What problems do you face? Which people may be of
particular interest to you? Think of an ethical and an unethical investigation you could do.
Write a brief summary.
Read the PowerPoint ‘The Scientific Nature of Psychology’ and briefly answer the questions on
each slide.

Task: You are a psychologist who is interested in investigating whether a certain behaviour

3. Some clips to watch
•
•
•
•

Intro to psychology – Crash Course https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vo4pMVb0R6M
Intro to psychological research – Crash course https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=hFV71QPvX2I
Ted Talk – Top 10 Myths about psychology https://www.ted.com/talks/
ben_ambridge_10_myths_about_psychology_debunked
10 interesting facts that relate to psychology https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Oons6amow3I

Write 3 questions you have thought about based on these clips. Research one of these questions in
more detail and summarise what you find out.
Some useful resources and links:
•

Website and login info for the online text book: http://www.illuminate.digital/aqapsych1/
Username: Sabbeygrange Password: student

•

Youtube have a number of really good factual clips. In particular ‘Crash Course’ have produced a number of introductory videos to key elements in Psychology.

•

http://www.simplypsychology.org/a-level-psychology.html - Tailored to the old specification, but
has all the relevant key information for A Level Psychology.

•

http://www.psychteacher.co.uk/ - Tailored to the old specification but contains key information
for A Level Psychology.

The Scientific Nature of Psychology
What is science?
Science is a special method of studying the world around us in an objective, falsifiable, and systematic way. The scientific method is based on observation, recording of empirical data, experimentation, replication, and eventually establishing cause and effect relationships which allow us to
explain the world around us. Opinion and belief should not influence scientific research. Theories
and explanations should be based on evidence.
Science should be objective
To be objective is to be without bias. To make judgments based on observable phenomena and
uninfluenced by emotions or personal prejudices, beliefs. It would be hard for a Leeds united supporter to referee a Leeds game objectively!
Q. Why might it be hard to remain objective when studying psychology (i.e. People).
Science should be based on observation
Scientific knowledge should be based on observation of the phenomena being studied. For example knowledge of the properties of a chemical substance should be based on observations of that
substance. Sounds straightforward?
Q. What type of things might a psychologist be interested in observing?
Q. List some psychological characteristics that are not easy to observe.
Q. Can you think of something psychologists may be interested in which is not observable?
A science should have a paradigm
A paradigm is an agreed framework that the science works in, the framework describes what is to
be observed and scrutinized, the kind of questions that are supposed to be asked and probed for
answers in relation to this subject, how these questions are to be structured, how the results of scientific investigations should be interpreted. Psychology does not yet have one framework rather
there are a number of different approaches to studying the subject, e.g. Biological psychology,
behaviourist psychology etc.
Q. Why do you think psychology has so many different approaches?
A science should be based on empirical evidence
Empirical means measureable, for example length in cm, mass in Kg etc. Not all areas of psychology meet these criteria, some psychological phenomena are difficult to measure.
Q. Can you think of some psychological characteristic which may be hard or even impossible to
measure?

Q. Can you think of a psychological characteristic that we do try to 'measure'.
Q How do you think a psychologist might measure aggression?
Establish cause and effect relationships by doing controlled experiments
Science aims to establish cause and effect relationships and is based of the idea that every event
has a cause. A central means by which science establishes these cause and effect relationships is
by conducting experiments. Scientific experiments and therefore results must be replicable,
(repeatable)
Q. Why do you think it is difficult to establish what is causing a persons behaviour?
Q. Think of as many reason that carrying out experiments in psychology may be difficult?
Q. Why do you think that control of variables is difficult in a psychology experiment?
Q. How might ethical issues affect psychology experiments?
Q. Why might findings in psychology be hard to replicate?
Psychology Key Words
Wilhelm Wundt
Introspection
Empiricism
Determinism
Structuralism
Scientific method
Subjective
Objective
Science

Sociology
Well done for considering taking Sociology at A level. It is not an ‘easy’ subject, and it is a lot more
challenging than the GCSE. You certainly do not need to have done the GCSE before. You get a lot
of support within the department, and nationally, only a small number of schools offer the GCSE.
TASK: Watch the following clips and make notes on what sociology is about. Do this on lined paper.
You may need to pause the clips, or even watch them twice.
Section A:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=YnCJU6PaCio&index=2&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtMJAfB_7J1538YKWkZAnGA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=DbTt_ySTjaY&list=PL8dPuuaLjXtMJAfB_7J1538YKWkZAnGA&index=3

Section B
TASK: Watch the following clips and articles, then write a developed paragraph on each on lined
paper.
Sociology is a research-based subject. In year 1 we cover Education and Families & Households.
In year 2 we look at Crime and Deviance, Theory and Methods and Beliefs in Society.
For this task you will be researching key studies for these topics:
Willis: Learning to Labour. He examined the effects of being placed in lower bands/streams.
https://revisesociology.com/2016/01/25/learning-to-labour-paul-willis-summary-evaluation-researchmethods/
Cicourel: Looked at how working class youths are more likely to be labelled by the police compared
to the middle class. ‘Power and the negotiation of justice’
https://revisesociology.com/2016/08/20/labelling-theory-crime-deviance/
Simon Winlow: Violent Night – he looks at why some men commit crime due to a ‘crisis of
masculinity
https://revisesociology.com/2016/09/14/postmodern-and-late-modern-criminology/
Fran Ansley: A Marxist feminist. Why capitalism causes patriarchy.
https://hecticteachersalevelsociologysite.wordpress.com/unit-2-family-and-households-2/
perspectives-of-the-family/feminist-veiws/
Durkheim: A functionalist. He looked at the positive functions of crime.
https://revisesociology.com/2016/04/03/functionalist-explanations-of-deviance/

